Transformer

Catalog Number: 9T10C1002G61
Type: QL

30.0 KVA  60 Hz  3 Ph  2.2% Imp
40 C Amp  80 C Rise  220 C System IS-19C

Note: Design is based on 45.00kVA & 115C Rise .3% Imp.

Primary (H)  480 Volts (Line-Line)
Secondary (X)  208 Volts (Line-Line)
240 Volts (Line-Neutral)

Coil Tap Arrangement

Copper conductor Primary: 10 kV BIL Secondary: 10 kV BIL

NEMA CLASS AA DRY TYPE TRANSFORMER Meets DOE 2016 efficiency

ENCLOSURE TYPE 2 (P20) OR RAINPROOF TYPE 3R (P22) WHEN PROVIDED SHIELD 9T18Y1072G06

Before handling, installing, and operating, see instruction 475A667AAP001

IN ACCORDANCE WITH NEC SECTION 450-8. ALLOW AT LEAST SIX INCHES CLEARANCE FOR VENTILATION.

Outline: 303BIIIIGEUXP73C

Assembled in Mexico

Inspection & Final Test
237.7 Kg NOG
89483 N137I
UX75C O91021

UL Energy Verified
SV93866